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Abstract—The concept of smart city was born to provide
improved quality of life to citizens. The key idea is to integrate
information system services of each domain, such as health,
education, transportation, power grid etc., of the city to provide
public services to citizens efficiently and ubiquitously. These
expectations induce massive challenges and requirements. This
research is aimed to highlight key ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) challenges related to adaptation of
smart city. Realizing the significance of effective data collection,
storage, retrieval, and efficient network resource provisioning,
the research proposes a high level architecture for smart city.
The proposed framework is based on a hierarchical model of
data storage and defines how different stakeholders will be
communicating and offering services to citizens. The architecture
facilitates step by step implementation towards a smart city,
integrating services, as they are developed in a timely manner.
Keywords—Smart city; Data management; urban technology;
socio-technical systems; smart city architecture

I.

INTRODUCTION

Smart city brings enormous opportunities and exciting
challenges. In general, a metropolitan area can be considered
as smart when city operations and services such as healthcare,
education, transport, parking, and electricity grid are
supported through ICT infrastructure in order to facilitate
efficiency and ease of operation. Some valid examples of such
services would be looking for a job, applying for a driver‘s
license, buying of car and property, change of the address,
request for a passport, start of a new business, reporting of a
crime, declaration of income taxes, seeking health services,
and so on. All such services require execution of several
services under an orchestrated coordination. The smart city
design must be citizen-centric. Despite the complexity of the
city's systems, the architecture must bring benefits to the
people regardless of their ICT abilities.
The primary goals of the smart city include, offering
digital means for supporting social needs in all daily
transactions, to adapt the citizens to the notion of the
information society and to collect information from the public
departments and citizens in order to support sustainable
growth of the city. Above all, development of smart city will
give way to implementation of a citizen-centered public
administration, where corruption phenomena and timeconsuming bureaucratic procedures are eliminated [1],[2].
Smart city has been actively studied and researchers have
come up with different definitions, frameworks,
and
implementations of smart city [3],[4],[5],[6],[7]. The key

objective of almost all the research is to present a strategy to
mitigate the problems generated by the urban population
growth by using information and communication technology.
Cities and megacities generate new kinds of problems.
Difficulty in waste management, scarcity of resources, air
pollution, human health concerns, traffic congestions,
electricity generation, distribution, and billing, and inadequate,
deteriorating, and aging infrastructures are among the more
basic technical, physical, and material problems [8][9][10].
Many cities have taken the initiative in this direction and more
work is in progress. [11],[12],[3],[13],[14]. In this above
context, a smart city system can be considered as a massive
information system comprising of several smaller but efficient
subsystems that may be connected with each other. Each of
these subsystems require efficient and enhanced capabilities to
handle components for data storage, information retrieval,
networking, and communication.
There are numerous challenges in realization of a city that
monitors and integrates all of the city infrastructure and
services to leverage the collective intelligence. From technical
infrastructure, that needs to be put in place, to adaption of
system by citizens various technical and non-technical
obstacles are to be dealt with. For example, smart transport
management system has immense potential to improve road
safety and reduce traffic congestions. However, the system
may require new types of networks such as Vehicular AdHoc
network (VANETs) to facilitate the communication between
vehicles. Huge infrastructure will be needed across the city to
make intelligent traffic management possible. Similarly, there
are stringent requirements of security and privacy on data,
which will be collected and disseminated.
The purpose of this paper is to highlight key challenges
related to information system management in smart cities and
to propose a model to address these challenges. For instance,
for a smart city, networking infrastructure should support
extensive monitoring and comprehensive data collection.
Further, efficient means of data storage and retrieval are also
needed. A critical requirement for smart city is to make the
relevant data available for applications in order to materialize
the idea of smart city. This induces additional requirements of
availability, scalability, security, and privacy. Considering the
massive size of cities and increasing trends of urbanization,
severity of these challenges and requirements are extensive.
Considering these challenges, this paper presents a high-level
architecture for smart city. Our proposed model focuses on
efficient storage and distribution of data in order to facilitate
different operations of smart city.
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The model consists of hierarchical storage with distributed
zones of data, which allows rapid and autonomous processing
of data and permits instant decision making. The hierarchal
model is also beneficial in providing data redundancy and
reduces network latency. The hierarchal model also
compliments service-oriented architecture, which restricts
access to data and enhances and privacy. The zonal model
provides access to data for development of third party
applications which may subsequently lead to smart city app
store.
The main contributions of this paper are follows:


Accentuate
key
implementation



Propose a zone-based architecture for data storage and
management in order to address key challenges for
smart city information system management.



Emphasize an open data model for smart city that gives
way to third party application development.
II.

challenges

in

smart

city

RELATED WORK

Mahmoud et al. [15] proposes centralized operational
platform for smart city. He proposes pyramid like conceptual
development pyramid with smart infrastructure at the bottom,
followed by smart database resources, smart building
management, smart interface and smart city at the top. The
primary background of this research is to provide a single
management system for the collective processing and
management across multiple sub-systems, applications and
controllers. The GIS automation platform is used for
administering and maintaining the assets. Cisco, IBM, HP, and
other global information and communications technology
(ICT) players have launched their own smart planet and smart
city initiatives. The smart city market is estimated to be
hundreds of billions of dollars by 2020, with annual spending
reaching nearly $16 billion [16]. Harrison et al‘s[5] , proposes
a three layer architecture for smart city, an instrumented layer,
interconnected layer and intelligent layer. Instrumentation
enables the capture and integration of live real-world data
through the use of sensors. The activities found at this level
can measure water quality, collect electrical meter readings for
a grid, or provide building measurements to determine its
energy usage. Interconnected layer also called middle layer
integrates the data collected at instrumented layer and maps
various inputs into events of interest. This layer incorporates
the data into an enterprise computing platform and the
communication of such information among the various city
services. The intelligent layer processes relevant city data in a
broader context to identify city-relevant events that need to be
analyzed or acted upon. A service-oriented architecture
(SOA)-based model, along with existing applications and
management systems, is used to transform data and perform
analysis. Motivated by the limitations of current internet
architecture highlighted by Future Internet Assembly Piro et
al.[17] proposes the smart city platform based on the
emerging Named Data Networking (NDN) network paradigm.
The service platform proposed in this work is built on two
levels: the service layer and the technology layer, both
interacting through a NDN interface. For service provisioning,

three consecutive phases are conceived (1) the Discovering
phase, (2) the Security Initialization phase, and (3) the Service
Usage phase. Dirks and Keeling [19] suggested that cities are
based on six core systems comprising different infrastructures
related to their key functions that is people, business,
transport, communication, water and energy. Peoples system
includes public safety, health and education while
businesssystem refers to the environment that businesses face
in terms of policy and regulation. All six systems together
forms systems of systems. Anthopoulos and Tsoukalas[18]
proposes a multi-tier generic architecture which can describe
all the types of attributes needed to support the smart city
context. This generic architecture contains the four layers.
User Layer that consists of all e-service end-users and
stakeholders of a smart city, Service Layer incorporates all the
particular e-services being offered by the smart city,
Infrastructure Layer contains network, information systems
and other facilities, which contribute to e-service deployment
and Information Layer presents all the information, which is
required, produced and collected in the smart city.Doran et
al.[19] has developed a smart city model describing the three
main components that the smart city system aims to Integrate
economic component, environment component and social
component.
Economic
component
includes
public
administration and economic actors. It covers governance
models, urban regeneration, open data, big data, bandwidth,
mobility, cloud computing, security, business intelligence, etc.
Environmental component includes resources and managerial
infrastructures. It covers water, air, energy and waste
management, public and alternative transportation,
geographical information, green buildings, green spaces, smart
growth, climate change measurement, etc. Social component
includes citizens. It covers community life, urban mediation,
participatory democracy, social innovation, human-scale
cities, civic participation, proximity services, etc.
III.

KEY CHALLENGES

Smart city being a gigantic information system,
comprising sub information systems, bring enormous
challenges. Smart city initiatives are fundamentally based on
ICT. The latest developments in cloud computing, Internet of
Things,
open
data,
semantic
web,
and
future
internettechnologies will be leading technologies to enable
smart city development. These technologies can altogether
provide infrastructure, applications and turn-key solutions for
offering various services. ICT has immense potential to
enhance the management and functioning of a city which in
turn will benefit citizens. However, all these technologies have
their inherent challenges and limitations. Combining all these
technologies to form a complex system, like smart city, will
magnify the amplitude of many long-standing challenges.
A. IT Infrastructure
The development of ICT infrastructure, from
communication channels to sensors and actuators in physical
space remains a huge barrier in taking a smart city initiative.
Lack of infrastructure is a significant barrier in achieving
smart city objectives [1][20][21][22][23][24]. Reliable,
scalable and high speed network connectivity and
infrastructure is a key foundation for integrating information
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systems across city. This infrastructure has to be in place
before smart city services are offered to stake holders.
Consequently, the adequate reliable IT infrastructure which
tends to be scalable is a critical challenge for the
implementation of smart city.
B. Security and privacy
As the trend move towards smart city, and different
gadgets becomes integrated within everyday lives, personal
data collection creating privacy issue is intrinsic. For example,
an intelligent traffic management app that updates user about
traffic congestion will require that location of the user is
collected. To meet the security and privacy requirements is a
fundamental challenge for smart city system where huge
amount of sensitive data processing is involved
[1][20][22][25][26][27]. Threats from hackers, intruders,
viruses, worms, Trojans etc has immense potential to disrupt
the services and bring down the whole system resulting in
enormous losses. Extensive security approaches are required
to secure sensitive data at levels including collecting,
processing, storing and disseminating. Security and privacy
are significant not only in making data and services available,
but they are also essential in building citizens trust and
confidence in using these systems.
C. Big data Management
Understandably, huge amount of data will be generated
from all smart city systems. To handle various types of data,
with varying velocity an efficient big data management system
is required. This system has to be reliable and scalable with no
downtime. Continuous generation, collection, processing and
storage of massive heterogeneous data from countless smart
city sensors has its own intrinsic challenges. Nevertheless, big
data collected across city is extremely useful and is vital for
achieving objective of smart city. For example, GPS sensors
installed on vehicles may give valuable information about
transport flow but it will generate huge amount of high
velocity data.
D. Cost
Smart city evidently would require acquiring enormous IT
infrastructure. Huge financial investment is to be obtained to
put the system in place. Millions of sensors, thousands and
thousands of networking equipment and computing devices
will be needed to get end to end connectivity. Similarly,
requirement of IT professional and consultancies will make up
a considerable amount of expense. This investment is not
limited to one time only, operational and maintenance cost of
such a huge real time system will be much higher. To meet
stringent reliability and efficiency requirements more
resources will be required leading to higher overheads. For
example, in case of smart traffic management system each car
has to fitted with a sensors and thousands of road side units
must be installed. Such system cannot afford a downtime and
must be highly efficient and reliable. In a typical urban city,
cost of implementing such a project may be around millions of
dollars.

E. Heterogeneous environment and Interoperability
Smart city architecture is characterized by Heterogeneity
of networks, applications, devices, platforms etc. For instance,
Vehicular networks may require adhoc networks like
VANETs while close range wireless devices may work on
zigbee. The legacy applications and their integration with
emerging technologies will also be significant challenge.
F. Efficiency, Availability and Scalability
Critical systems cannot afford downtime and requires very
high availability. Challenge of meeting the tough requirements
of availability is directly proportional to the size and
complexity of the system. Smart city, not only have a huge
infrastructure but its size and complexity will be increasing
leaps and bounds as it goes operational. Massive amount of
data generated across the city will make availability,
scalability and efficiency a critical challenge.
To maintain the efficiency of such a gigantic system is
obligatory. Performance optimization of each system,
proficient planning, efficient utilization of resources and
immediate response to queries are few of the key benefits of
smart city. For example, it is expected that in the time of crisis
different civil departments may communicate almost
instantaneously with each other resulting in immediate access
to emergency services. Consequently, resources requirements
for cities can be calculated and projects can be initiated well
before the demand crosses supply.
For example, energy requirements can be calculated via
smart grid and government can plan to meet the energy
requirements for upcoming years before it goes critical. Smart
grid, if put in place, can assist in maximizing the productivity
of current resources. Architectural scalability must be an
intrinsic characteristic of such a system where data processing,
management, analytics requirements may increase by leaps
and bounds. Response time and throughput must not be
compromised.
G. Social Adaption
The smart city seems to be an ideal solution to overcome
existing and emerging urban population problems. Although,
researchers have also identified challenges with reference to
inequality, digital divide and changing cultural habits [1].
Social adaption of such a system requires changing social
habits of citizens generally and city management people
specifically.
H. App development
Faster development of new and innovative applications
will required so that citizens can take maximum advantage of
data that is being collected. If application development is
limited to city management it is very likely that people will be
disappointed by slow application development. For example,
one of the key reasons behind Android‘s success and wide
adaption is its play store, its huge app base where countless
applications are uploaded every day.
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Fig. 1. Smart City Layers

IV.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR SMART CITY

Figure 1 shows the key layers of a smart city. ICT
infrastructure forms the foundationof a smart city. It is the
fundamental layer on which all other components rely. ICT
infrastructure comprises high speed wired and wireless
network connectivity, high end data centers, physical space
enrichment with smart devices, sensors, actuators and much
more. E-governance layer facilitates the development of
strategic connections between various departments of public
sector organization. This layer formulates the policies, rules
and legislations to improve the performance of government
organizations and offer potential benefits to citizens.
Depending upon the infrastructure and policies formulated at
e-governance layer, various public services will be offered to
citizens and other stake holders, in an efficient and effective
manner, ubiquitously.

required gets way slower. Resource planning on the basis of
real time data is not possible.
This architecture focuses on sharing information not only
across departments but also offer data services to other
interested parties via open data model. We argue that in smart
city, citizens should be provided with cross application
services. Using real time data from any number of domains
can speed up the reaction/completion time of process
improving the overall efficiency of city services. By sharing
information, which is the first source of value, the other
domains and the city can gain insight and identify impending
problems with the intent of responding before these problems
occur or escalate. In a smarter city, responses to information
and events can be almost instantaneous. Similarly, availability
of real time data will lead to efficient resource planning which
helps in optimizing resource utilization both at departmental
level and overall city level. In a smarter city, city-wide
operational processes using data from any number of domains
can continuously predict and react to events and trends that are
affecting the city.

Traditionally, the city departments have been functioning
independently, sharing limited information with other
departments in overall city. ICT technologies and
infrastructure that are in place in departments only focuses on
its on operation. This setup creates lot of chaos and delays the A.
Holistic View
process in implementing or executing a service. Citizens face
Figure 2 shows the holistic view of smart city architecture.
hardships where information from multiple departments is
The approach focuses on managing the city as a system of
required. Similarly, in case of disaster, reaction time of
sub-systems. Each autonomous sub-system is connected to
departments where mutual communication and coordination is
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Central Data Management System (CDMS), that is fully
integrated and interconnected with all sub-systems. All
systems share their data with CDMS which in turn can provide
cross domain services to citizens. CDMS acts as an integration
point for information coming from sub systems. CDMS can
use the information and data at its disposal to make better
decisions in real time.
B. Zone level architecture
Each sub system collects data from different zones across
the city as shown in Figure 3. Each zone maintains its own
data center cloud at site level. For example Water and waste
management system will have numerous sites across a city
each maintaining its own zone level data. Similarly, Electricity
supply and management, Gas management and other public
services systems will also have various zonal sites across the
city.

Traditionally, city is divided in zones for administration
and each zone has its own public service offices. The
proposed architecture fits well in such a scenario where each
public service and or utility has a zonal representation.
Keeping in view, social and technical challenges, it is assumed
that smarter city objective will be achieved in an incremental
manner. By introducing the concept of zone level service, this
architecture supports step by step movement towards a smart
city.
Each utility zonal site has its own autonomous system that
comprises a local data center, wireless sensor and network
infrastructure and technology and facility-related components.
A zonal site is an environment that provides processing,
storage, networking, management of data within a zone. These
zonal sites interact with each other via web services to provide
cross zone services to users.

Fig. 2. Holistic view of proposed architecture
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Fig. 3. Zone wise view of proposed architecture

Fig. 4. Data Management at Zonal Sites of Water and Waste Management System. Zone A, Zone B and Zone C are connected to Center of Water and Waste
Management System
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C. Data Management
Figure 4 depicts water and waste management system for a
city. Zone A maintains a local relation database to store data
from sensors and other devices in its own region. Clients from
Zone A will be receiving services from Zone A datacenter.
Relational database is chosen because of its proven
ACID(atomic, consistent, isolated, durable) properties. Query
optimization may also help in fast processing of user query.
All Zonal (Zone A, Zone B, Zone C…Zone N) utility data
centers will be connected to main utility data center over
reliable high bandwidth connection. Aggregation of data
collected from all zonal data centers is stored in distributed
New SQL databases like Google Spanner, Nuodb, ClustrixDB.
It is assumed that huge data will be generated from all
datacenters and its aggregation and center will require big data
technologies for management. In order to offer fast and
efficient retrieval of data to provide cross zone services New
SQL databases are preferred over traditional relational
databases and No SQL databases
D. Service-oriented architecture
All components of a smart city will be integrated using
service oriented architecture. Smart city architecture is
essentially a large-scale distributed system which is inherently
complex
and
decentralized.
Different
platforms,
heterogeneous environment and variety of sensors networks
will lead to interoperability issues. Service Oriented
Architecture with its open standards like XML, WSDL,
SOAP, and UDDI not only provides interoperability among
diverse platforms but also supports modular design, software
reuse, interoperation and application integration. Services
offered by one utility let say Water and waste management
system can be utilized by Disaster Management System which
may be entirely different platform.
E. Open data Model
It is assumed that huge data will be generated at each
utility city center. The proposed architecture introduces a
novel idea of open data model. Some of the data collected by
utility center is made available to researchers and developers
via API. Freelance developers, Professional Application
developers and third parties will also have opportunities to
develop new analytics tools, new services, etc. Revenue can
be generated by charging fee or by advertising. Variety of
application will be available for citizens. For example, Traffic
management system for city will be collecting huge amount of
data about vehicle movements and traffic jams. Applications
that can predict peak traffic load resulting in traffic jams, or
updates about VIP movements that results and road closures,
etc. will be handy utility for citizens. Though implementing
such a model has stringent privacy and security requirements.

Fig. 5. Service Oriented Architecture

V.

PROPOSED MODEL AND CHALLENGES

Table 1 lists the key challenges for smart city architecture
along with the proposed solution. IT infrastructure and cost
challenges include acquiring and laying down enormous
network infrastructure (Wired and wireless, bandwidth,
connectivity), Smart devices, sensors, kiosks, Wi-Fi hotspots
and much more. The proposed model enables Zone wise
implementation of each public service which does not require
entire infrastructure at once. Nevertheless, this does not bring
down the requirement of IT infrastructure but facilitates in
moving steadily towards a smarter city. Smart city architecture
is characterized by Heterogeneity of networks, applications,
devices, platforms etc. The proposed model is based on
Service Oriented Architecture. Exposing data services as web
services can make information accessible to a wide variety of
clients[28]. Architectural scalability and availability must be
an intrinsic characteristic of smart city system where data
processing, management and analytics requirements may
increase by leaps and bounds. These critical systems cannot
afford downtime and requires very high availability. The
proposed model supports both horizontal and vertical
scalability. Horizontal scalability means that more and more
public services can be plugged in easily. Zone wise
implementation of each public service provides vertical
scalability ensuring Quality of Service(QoS) at zone level.
Security and privacy are inherent challenges; the proposed
model recommends exposing data as web service.WS-Security
is particularly useful because it provides encryption-based,
message-level security data[29][30]. In the proposed model,
each public service is running its own data center at zone
level.
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Fig. 6. Exposing data via API

However, they exchange information in real-time but the
system itself is not controlled centrally. Attacks on one
utility‘s zonal data center cannot bring down the whole
system. Besides, redundancy for replication and efficiency is
inherent in cloud based systems. This model also proposes that
the anonymized data is exposed via web services, with the
consent of user to ensure privacy. Nevertheless, personal data
collected will be for greater good. According to McKinsey[31]
, applying personal location data has the potential to provide
more than $800 billion in economic value to individual
consumers and organizations over the next decade.Efficiency
is critical for the success and adaption of smart city system.
Citizens will expect to get their problems resolved more

efficiently. For e.g. more immediate access to emergency
services, cities become more resilient in times of crisis.
Similarly, efficient planning and utilization of resources is
presumed. The proposed model include cross domain services
that can process queries from multiple domains in real time.
Various departments can co-ordinate and cooperate instantly
and share their data via web services. Resource planning at
central data management system (CDMS), and at each utility
center results in efficient planning and utilization of resources
as real data is available for analysis. Furthermore, hierarchical
cloud model assists in efficiently handling big data that is
continuously generated from heterogeneous sources.
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TABLE I.

Proposed model

Challenge

1

IT Infrastructure

2

Cost

3

Heterogeneous environment
/Interoperability

4

Availability and Scalability

5

Security

6

Privacy

7

Efficiency

8

Big data Management

9

Social Adaption and app
development

VI.

KEY CHALLENGES AND PROPOSED MODEL

Zonal Sites of each public utility
Zone wise implementation of each public service does not require all the infrastructure at once. The proposed
model streamlines step-wise implementation of smart city. Nevertheless, this does not brings down the
requirement of IT infrastructure but facilitates in moving steadily towards a smarter city.
Zonal Sites of each public utility
Zone wise implementation of each service may not require huge investment at once. In a long run, use of the ICT
to deliver public services will reform the speed and effectiveness of public service delivery and administration,
in turn, providing improved service delivery, Reduced consumer costs and Social benefits [32].
Service Oriented Architecture.
The proposed model is based on Service Oriented Architecture.
Exposing data services as web services can make data service information accessible to a wide variety of client.
Web services makes it possible for systems to integrate with each other independent of underlying platform.
Zonal Sites of each public utility
The proposed model supports both horizontal and vertical scalability. Horizontal scalability means that more and
more public services can be plugged in easily.
Zone wise implementation of each public service provides vertical scalability ensuring Quality of Service(QoS)
at zone level.
Hierarchical cloud model, basically a cloud model, is characterized by high availability and scalability
inherently. Furthermore, each zone can enhance its resources, as and when required, to ensure 24/7 availability
to its users.
Service Oriented Architecture – Using Web Services
The proposed model recommends exposing data as web service.
WS-Security is particularly useful because it provides encryption-based, message-level security data
Service Oriented Architecture – Using Web Services
The proposed model defines user as the owner of data. However, policies and rules can be defined by the egovernance layer. Data is only provided to known an authentic party. It is recommended that anonymized data
is exposed via web services after the consent of user.
Hierarchical Cloud Model
As data zone level queries will be entertained by zonal data center, the proposed model is expected to perform
better.
The cross domain services can process queries from multiple domains in real time. Various departments can coordinate and cooperate instantly and share their data via web services. Resource planning at central data
management system (CDMS), and at each utility center results in efficient planning and utilization of resources
as real data is available for analysis.
Hierarchical Cloud Model
Zonal Sites of each public utility
Zone wise distribution of data helps in storing and analyzing data efficiently. For example, city transport system
will have zonal data centers across city. The data generated from each zone will be collected, stored and
analyzed at zone level. Nonetheless, aggregated data of each zone will be sent to main city transport system.
This division, helps in efficient management of big data.
Open data model – Smart city App store

CONCLUSION

The paper presents a four layer view of a smart city.
Requirements and challenges in realizing a smart city are
presented. Hierarchical data management architecture is
proposed that facilitates distributed data management at zone
level enhancing efficiency, availability and scalability of
services. Service oriented nature of the proposed architecture
conforms to the heterogeneous environment of smart city. The
Open data model for smart city will give way to researchers
and free-lance programmers to contribute to smart city app
development leading to smart city app store. E-governance
layer is also one of the fundamental layers of smart city but
this research deals mostly with the technicalities of smart city
architecture. The socio-techno challenges like accessibility,
digital divide, Adaptability etc. are not addressed by the
proposed model.
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